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Open issue:  
 
whether to improve supply side 
or demand side. Difficult conflict 
in particular for DH  
(high capital costs) 

Working team: 
 
Politecnico di Torino: 
         Stefano Corgnati, 
         Chiara Delmastro 
 
IVL:  Fredrik Martinsson 
IEA:  John Dulac 
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i. Demonstrate that is possible to implement integrated 

strategies between demand and supply (focus on district 
heating) able to abate carbon emissions and to reduce 
the total system cost up to 2050 
 

ii. Approach to support long-term strategies in urban 
district heated areas and provide a first order of useful 
assessment for policy makers. Looking at the role of 
different energy efficiency options 

“Energy efficiency measures (ECMs) are needed to lower the heat 
demand in buildings, but …” 
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TORINO, ITALY 
i.57 Mm3 (35%V) connected volume 
ii.100% natural gas 
iii.≈ 740 MW CHP 
iv.≈ 1000 MW auxiliary boilers 
v.Heat storage 12,500 Mm3  
vi.possible network expansion 

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN 
i. 85 % connected floor area ( 52 Mm2) 
ii. 15% fossil fuels (60% biomass + waste and 25% 

heat pumps) 
iii. complex network (6 heat companies) 
iv. low new connection rate 

For producing a first order of useful assessment for policy makers, 
two cities in opposite conditions has been chosen  
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Population: ~ 837,000 
HDD: 2617 (at 20°C) 
 
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
 
Gross Volume 
      total: ~ 177 Mm3 

      heated: ~ 139 Mm3 

% residential volume 
      Apartment blocks (AB): 76.5% 
      Multi-family (MF): 17.9% 
      Terraced Houses (TH):  4.1% 
      Single-Families (SF):   1.5% 
% residential volume: 
      pre’80s: 93.9% 
      from ‘80s to 2005: 5.9%  
      post 2006: 0.2% 

Pie chart 
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Modeling approach bottom-up GIS model + real data 
Total heated volume/surface 

Residential 140 Mm3  
Share > 90% high-rise pre'80s 
Non- residential 36.23 Mm3 
Share 68.1% industrial 

16.4% educational 
Total consumption 
 for space heating 

9.19 TWh 

Share       62% residential 
38% non-residential 

Average residential  
consumption (kWh/m3) 48 
Average district heated 
residential consumption 
(kWh/m3) 31 

Targeting deep energy renovations in Turin ’ s multi-family 
residential buildings will be key to reducing space heating energy 
demand. 
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i. Identification of the heating performance RANGE to be promoted: 

            Cost-optimal methodology  (EPBD-recast) 

iii. Different levels of renovation have been taken into account for each building type 
(tot 196 packages in Torino)  

The reasonable range of energy consumption is between 13 and 21 kWh/m3 (45 - 67 
€/m3).  Beyond those levels of renovation, technically feasible, but higher costs with 
much lower or no return on investment. 
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District heating network simulation to 2050 

Development of a model for evaluating the average hourly cost of heat production with 
respect to emission abatement, considering: 
 
i.Thermal demand variation and  
            distribution losses 
i.O&M costs (fix and variable) 
ii.Network expansion 
iii.New investment for the generation mix 
iv.Carbon tax (2DS) 
v.CHP electric generation 

 

 
Evaluate the effects of thermal demand  
variations on network costs and 
investment strategies. 
Costs and emissions evaluated for each hours 
considering the power plants’ merit order 
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Merit order of power plants 
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Integration: scenarios to 2050 

  Buildings renovation 

  

Standard 

1% renovation rate, <10% 
demand savings 

Moderate 

 2% renovation rate, 30% 
demand savings 

Advanced 

3% renovation rate, 55% 
demand savings 
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Standard 

Expansion (Torino),  

 planned investments and 
maintenance 

 BAU A B 

Moderate 

Expansion (Torino), low 
carbon investiments 

C D* E 

Aggressive  

Expansion (Torino), carbon 
neutral investiments 

F G* H* 

 

9 scenarios which combine from minimum to aggressive investments in both district 
heating network and buildings 

Opportunities (and costs) for district heat expansion relative to building energy efficiency 
measures were also considered, and a carbon tax was assumed in support of low-carbon 
investments in buildings and the district heat network. 

* Indicates further 
expansion of the 
district heat network 
at or below previous 
heat output capacity 
because of building 
envelope energy 
efficiency renovation 
packages.  
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Results of the Torino case study 
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i. Solutions without synergies between building 
            and district heating (B,C) do not reduce the 
            global cost 

 
ii. Integrated strategies may reduce  emissions and  
           costs in every system configurations (considering  
           the network expansion: scenario E does not) 

 
iii. In Turin, network investments strategies requires  
           great attention (recent production mix) needs  
           of synergies and integration 
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Results of the Torino case study 
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The thermal demand reduction will allow reducing peaks and consequently will 
allow the usage of higher merit order power plants, reducing the heat production 
costs.  
 
The choice of the scenario will strongly depend on the environmental targets and 
on the capability to invest. 

The building thermal demand reduction will 
allow expanding the network and connect 
new users without any district heat 
generation reduction.  
Without the network expansion, deep 
thermal demand reduction may negatively 
impact the network operation. 
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Conclusions 

 
Exists the opportunity for carbon reduction: it requires a strategic plan of energy 
efficiency investments based on a system-level approach 
 
Explorative scenarios that highlights the necessity of an integrated approach 
 
Integrated analyses allows avoiding unnecessary investments costs involving low carbon 
district heating solutions together with building stock energy conservation measures  
 
Even if ECMs reduce local emissions, total CO2 emission reduction can be very low in 
some DH configurations  cannot be generalized 
 
“The key to proper buildings and district heat integration is that the entire effort be 
properly planned, coordinated and implemented over a  long enough period to engage  
stakeholders and allow for capital investment planning.” 
IEA, ETP 2016, Chapter 4 
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Further works 

Main results is that the integrated approach is beneficial for defining the correct strategy, 
but optimization is needed to (on-going): 
 
Taking into account the competition between the different technologies (individual and 
DH) and performing parametric analysis on energy prices  dynamic long-term 
optimization 

TIMES model at the urban scale – Malmö case study. 
 
•Which are strategic DH investments considering different evolutions of thermal demand 
profiles? 
 
•Which is the optimal solution at the system  
    level for reaching environmental and  
    energy targets? 
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